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The problem that the socially-enabled
applications have faced so far is not just a
lack of developers but a dearth of users:
The gamers who make mobile gaming

possible are geeky enough to be
immediately attracted to them but not so
geeky that they would actually use them
in the first place. To persuade them to

start using one, you have to think about
the things theyre likely to prefer. Casual

gamers are more likely to love the idea of
a roleplaying game that lets them play on

a cellphone than they are to love
installing software on an iPhone. But if
you were a hardcore fan of the game

Civilization, would you be more likely to
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download Word, Excel, and PowerPoint if
they were free? Maybe. But youd

probably still download a music player, or
a games app, or a browser, or a web

browser. In other words, youd still
download something. If the iPhone had
Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, youd click

Install. Like so many art projects, the
game behind Silkscreen lives primarily
online, but as I mentioned earlier, the

only way to get it on your phone is to get
the app. I also mentioned that my only
experience with it is a bad one, which I

wont argue isnt enough to undermine the
project, but its worth noting that despite
the long history of digital art, I consider
the project to be as legitimate as any
project that involves actual work on a
computer. The only barrier to entry is
that, unlike with Blender, you need an

iPhone. (A Windows Phone would be even
better, but thats probably a dream for the
Silkscreens creator.) The whole point of
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making art on the computer is that you
dont have to own a computer. You can

use your phone.
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720p. Full Movie HD... Watch Apocalypto
in High Quality 720p or 1080p. Watch this
1080p movie in Full HD stream. If you are

still wondering about the quality of this
movie in 720p, watch the full movie here
and know for yourself if you should take
this movie into the 720p range... Watch

Your Favorite Movies Online in All
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